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Packing for Paris| 



- sketchbook                             - carry case
- mechanical pencil w/different leads          - erasers (electric works great)
    or lead holder                        - calculator
- microns, le pen or your preference           - Classical Orders Book (PDF)
- drafting tape or dots                      - exacto w/blades
- mini t-square (fits in your check bag)           
- compass and protractor
- circle template
- vellum pad 11x17
- roll of trash paper
- drafting triangles
- architecture scale ruler

TAKE EXTRA! | if you do run out there are art supply stores

Packing for Paris| Drafting Supplies 



Common Phrases| 



- Je m’appelle... | My name is...
- Je suis un(e) etudiante | I’m a student
- Je voudrais un taxi s’il vous plait | I would like a taxi please
- Conduisez-moi a (Cite Universitae) s’il vous plait | Can you take me to the Cite                                                                                                                                             
     Universitae please?
- C’est combien? | How much is it?
- Comment allez-vous? | How are you?
- Parlez-vous anglais? | Do you speak English?
- Je voudrais une table pour (deux) personnes s’il vous plait | I’d like a table for two   
     please
- Est-ce que vous avez une carte en anglais? | Do you have a menu in English?

 
If you want to learn more get

Lonely Planet| French phrsebook

Common Phrases| Basics 



Cite Universitare| 



- Alex Food
    sandwiches, ice cream & other food

- Park (across from Cite)
    great for lunch or running

- Franprix (around corner past the bar)
    does not have as much as the Monoprix

- Occasional street vendors next to the RER
    oven fired pizza or something else

Walk around the campus 
and main building!

Cite Universitare| Nearby



Paris Metro| 



Tram| Porte D’ Orleans 

- BNP ATM
    a branch of Bank of Amercia, these are all over Paris

- Bakery next to BNP and across the street
    get there early for fresh warm bread

- Subway
    just like here in the states

- Print shop (if needed)
    bring files on flashdrive

Explore the area to find more! 



Tram| Porte D’ Italie

- Asian restaurant 
    right when you get off the tram
    ask for English menu, they do have one

- Bakeries all over
    take snacks for later when your working

- Coiffure (haircut) next to Asian restaurant

Explore the area to find more! 



RER Station | 



RER B| Denfert Rochereau

- Fresh Market
    bread, wine, meats, chesse & more

- Good restaurant on corner before the market
    sit outside

- McDonalds (try FRENCH FOOD!)

- Monoprix opposite of the restaurant 
    buy grocery bag (no plastic bags) or take back pack

Explore the area to find more! 



- Gibert Jeune (Bookstore)
    metro maps, sketch books, art supplies etc...

- Monoprix
    bigger than the one at Denfert

- ISA Office

- Rue de la Huchette
    several restaurants, just wonder around

Explore the area to find more! 

RER B| Saint Michel



Things to Do| 



Things to do| Go to

- Quai Branly Musuem
    next to the Eiffel

- Bercy Village
    movie theatre and modern cafes

- Galerie Vivienne

- Read posters in the metro
    usually have musuem exhibt, concert etc...

Explore Paris!  Get lost somewhere! 



La Tour Eiffel | 



Champs-Elysèes | 



Montparnasse Tower | 



Galerie Vivienne | 



Centre Pompidou | 



Institut du Monde Arabe | 



Versailles Fountain Show | 



Catacombs of Paris | 



Carnival Rides | 



Moulin Rouge | 



DONE!!! | 


